THE PROFESSIONAL CHOICE FOR CARPET CARE

The PF62EC has the power and durability to tackle the toughest commercial job.

Pro-Lite Lightweight Vacuums
PF62EC

- Weighs just 8 pounds
- Powerful motor delivers 160 CFM
- Self-adjusting brush roll
- Top fill Enviro-Clean paper bag
- 50 foot, 3 wire commercial cord
- Dual fan technology
- Superior edge cleaning on both sides
- Extra wide, heavy duty furniture guard
- Ergonomic handle with switch in handle
At only 8 pounds, the PF62EC has the power and durability to tackle the toughest commercial job with the added benefit of reducing on the job injuries, repetitive motion disabilities and worker’s compensation claims.

The Pro-Lite will outlast and out clean other “so called” commercial lightweight vacuums with a performance level of up to 50% better. The Pro-Lite features dual fan technology for better cleaning, a huge top loading paper bag, and a low profile that lays completely flat to reach under beds and other furniture.

The PF62EC is built with tough polycarbonate materials and aluminum for long lasting durability.

Easy to maintain, simple to operate, the PF62EC is the perfect balance of durability, performance and weight. This vacuum out performs machines two to three times its weight and price.